After consideration on the merits, the Committee recommends the following:

HB18-1393 be amended as follows, and as so amended, be referred to the Committee of the Whole with favorable recommendation:

1 Amend printed bill, page 7, line 27, strike "(5)(a)(I),".
2 Page 8, strike lines 26 and 27.
3 Strike page 9.
4 Page 10, strike lines 1 through 4.
5 Page 10, strike lines 20 through 27.
6 Page 11, strike lines 1 and 2.
7 Page 11, line 3, strike "(IV) (V)" and substitute "(IV)".
8 Page 11, line 7, strike "(VI)" and substitute "(V)".
9 Page 11, line 13, strike "(VII)" and substitute "(VI)", and strike "PROGRAMMING," and substitute "PROGRAMMING".
10 Page 11, strike lines 14 and 15 and substitute "TO SUPPORT".
11 Page 11, line 20, strike "(5)(b)(VII)" and substitute "(5)(b)(VI)".
12 Page 12, line 6, strike "(5)(b)(V)" and substitute "(5)(b)(IV)".
Page 12, line 9, strike "(5)(b)(V)" and substitute "(5)(b)(IV)".

Page 13, line 6, strike "DISTRICT" and substitute "DISTRICT, OR A DISTRICT CHARTER SCHOOL OR AN INSTITUTE CHARTER SCHOOL THAT IS LOCATED WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF A RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OR SMALL RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICT,"

** *** ** *** **